
Take your packaging  
line performance to  
the next level 

First in line



When you 
are successful.   
We have succeeded.

We want to be the world’s number one in packaging line engineering. 

That means we must be the best at optimising your productivity performance 
and sharpening your competitive edge. It’s a win-win situation.

We offer a broad range of solutions: from line-integration to conveying,  
from feeding systems and tunnel machines to overwrapping, packing and  
palletising systems. All are built on five decades of expertise and the best-in-
class technology that has made both Gebo and Cermex such trusted names.

Along with business and financial success, we want to be a people-centric 
organisation and impact positively on the lives of the people we work with 
and for.

Thanks to our unique portfolio and the depth and scope of our expertise, we 
are best suited to take your packaging line performance up to the next level 
and make you first in line. 

Marc Aury
President & Managing Director



First in line is more 
than a statement. 
It is a commitment.

A commitment to stay at the forefront of the business and always deliver 
solutions and services of the highest quality.

To be a strong and ambitious partner and keep pushing the limits of  
technology, so we can create better results for you and your business.

This is not something we merely say. It is proven by our history. For fifty  
years, our engineers have created technologies and tools that optimise line 
performance in some of the most demanding industries.

So for companies who want to take their productivity to the next level, there 
can be no better partner: We are first in line.



No matter your field, we have the expertise and solutions to solve  
your challenges.

We offer flexible lines that use resources efficiently. They encompass  
industries such as food and beverages, home care, personal care, dairy  
products and pharmaceuticals. In fact, you can be sure that whatever market 
you produce for, we have experience in the challenges you face and can 
provide you with the right solution for your needs. 

Our lines ensure complete product integrity and meet all required safety 
standards, while also optimising uptime and productivity, expediting change-
over times, reducing maintenance and your carbon footprint. 

Gebo Cermex equipment such as conveyors, tunnel machines, packing, 
overwrapping and end of line equipment are designed to meet all potential 
challenges and our ability to adapt concepts across sectors has given us 
great results in these industries.

Whatever your 
business, 
we will make you 
first in line.



High quality standards, flexibility and innovation make all the  
difference in the packaging of your products.

Markets are changing constantly and the shape, size and packaging needs 
of products change with them. That is why we design our solutions based on 
a philosophy of versatility and which focus on giving you optimal flexibility 
through features like multiple speed levels and automatic changeovers.

Our ability to deliver this is due to two factors: we have evolved in keeping 
with changing markets, coupled with our firm commitment to cutting-edge 
research and development. This has allowed us to develop a product range 
that enables you to cost effectively and efficiently pack and promote your 
products. 

We deliver high quality solutions for both primary and secondary packaging. 
From PET and glass bottles, cans, cartons, bags, pouches, tubes, aerosols, 
tins, jars to American cases (RSC cases), wrap around blanks, trays, shrink 
wrapped film, shelf-ready packaging, carton and film solutions, we are able to 
handle, convey, case pack, shrink-wrap or palletise your products, no matter 
their shape, nature or resistance.

Whether primary or 
secondary packing, 
we have the ideal 
handling solution.
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When it comes 
to improving, 
we never 
draw the line.

A production and packaging line is only as efficient as its weakest link. 
Only an expert can make sure there are none. 

The most important job in our business is creating value in yours. In this  
we are proven experts. We achieve it through four dimensions: equipment  
design, manufacturing, line engineering & performance, services. Offerings  
in our extensive technologies, tools and services portfolio include:

• Single contacts locally for complete integrated packaging solutions  
• Best-in-class technology
• Greater efficiency 
• Large primary and secondary packaging possibilities
• Faster deliveries thanks to increased customer proximity

Depending on your needs we can add substantial value to all, some or  
just one of the four dimensions. You can be assured that in each we are  
dedicated to enhancing your competitive edge.

We want you to be first in line.



Engineered for 
performance. 
Made for you.

Line engineering

We design your ideal line with emphasis on functionality, efficiency, 
ergonomics and productivity.

Each line has its own requirements in terms of buildings, utilities, processes 
and packaging. We make the effort to carefully understand how these work 
together harmoniously, so we can engineer a solution that meets your  
specific parameters, goals and challenges.

We can scale and sustain your performance, no matter the project scope, 
whether for quick interventions or greenfield projects, optimisation of existing 
installations or complete line-integration.

Our engineering capability materialises in a multidisciplinary unit of  
specialised experts, proven methods and procedures, and design and  
simulation tools custom made to ensure the best line productivity possible.

Plant and line design services:

• Engineering expertise from civil work, utilities, process and packaging
• Integration of independent outsourced equipment
• Material handling specialisation
• End-to-end project management
•  Packaging line (incl. preliminary design, feasibility studies, simulation  

modelling, 3D animations, master plan, line transfer)



Born to deliver. 
Built to last.

Equipment

Not only do we supply an exceptionally wide range of high quality 
equipment, we engineer it to perfectly match your parameters.

We supply best-in-class technology in production and packaging line  
equipment. In order to meet your needs, our standard solutions can be  
customised. Our portfolio comprises solutions for:   

• Packing
• Overwrapping
• Palletising – Depalletising
• Crating – Decrating
• Conveying and cap feeding
• Pasteurisers, Washers, Dryers
• Intralogistics

All our equipment comes backed by our half a century of expertise and 
hands-on know-how delivering solutions that integrate smoothly into our 
customers’ businesses, solving all of their material handling challenges.



Our expertise makes 
you first in line.  
Our services insure 
you stay there

Services

We provide services that can help you run your operations more 
smoothly and efficiently with maximum return on investment. 

Your return on your investment in production assets depends on your  
ability to take them to the required level of performance and to keep them  
operating at that level, year after year. With our complete service product 
portfolio, we will help you maximise the performance of both stand-alone 
machines and complete, integrated packaging lines.

If you are happy with the way your assets are performing, our services include 
all the essentials needed to keep your equipment running perfectly: a highly 
reliable spare parts service, technical support which can be escalated to 
whatever level you require and the ability to rapidly adapt your production 
assets to ever changing needs.

Our service portfolio includes:

• Operator & Maintenance Trainings
• Spare parts
• Technical Assistance
• Line conversions & upgrades

That is how we keep you first in line.



Every production line 
can be improved. 
But not everyone 
can do it. 

Asset performance

Whether your equipment was supplied by us or others, if you want to 
get more out of your assets, we can help you.

Applying the principle that it is impossible to improve anything that is not 
measured, our highly customisable Efficiency Improvement Tool (EIT) provides 
you with the means to monitor your asset’s operating performance (O.E.E.) at 
whatever level of detail you require.

Our line performance audits provide you with detailed insights on every 
aspect of performance, from redesign opportunities to energy consumption, 
safety and the environment, maintenance strategies, operator training and 
material flows. 

Our reliability services can assist you on a range of issues from the  
elimination of chronic losses through to the deployment of highly 
structured reliability programs.

• Measurement tools
• Performance Audits
• Performance & Reliability Services

Whether you have new challenges regarding capital investment require-
ments, capacity utilisation or operating expenses, our asset performance 
services are there to help.



We always  
strive to reduce  
our environmental  
impact. 

It’s what keeps us 
first in line.

In our world, maximising your efficiency also means minimising your 
carbon footprint.

Gebo Cermex is an eco-responsible company. We are a global player that 
delivers production solutions all over the world and we take an interest in and 
care about the world we live and work in.

Sustainability is one of today’s fundamental business challenges globally and 
it is our responsibility to care for our planet and its people. That’s why in every 
phase of your project from line engineering and equipment design to line  
audits focused on optimisation of energy consumption; we consider the  
impact of our solutions on the environment.  

We are committed to optimising efficiency in order to reduce our use of 
resources and we continually challenge the limits of technology to make  
business more sustainability focused. Some of our major sites around the 
world have been awarded ISO 14001 certification for environmental  
management. Currently, we are evaluating the carbon footprints of our  
main sites to ascertain how we can make them even more efficient.



With more than 20 commercial and manufacturing sites in all major 
regions around the world, we have an in-depth understanding of local  
challenges.

So no matter where your business is situated, we can assist with anything 
from line engineering to conveying and automated packaging, from feeding 
systems, bottle washers and tunnel machines to overwrapping, packing and 
palletising systems. 

We will help you optimise productivity and offer comprehensive after-sales 
services. You will receive unprecedented value to turn up the efficiency and 
productivity of your line.

With more than 37,000 installations all over the world, we have the experience 
and insight into local markets, local cultures and local infrastructure to ensure 
the success of your projects.

Head office
Reichstett, France 
 
Sales and Service offices
Bensheim, Germany
Jakarta, Indonesia
Querétaro, Mexico
Moscow, Russia
Cape Town, South Africa
Bangkok, Thailand
Dubai, U.A.E.
Huntington, U.K.
Norcross, USA
Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

We are not just  
globally present. 
We are locally 
strong. 

Industrial, Sales & Service subsidiaries
São Paulo, Brasil
Laval, Canada
Santiago, Chile
Beijing, China 
Corcelles-Les-Citeaux, France
Lisieux, France
St Laurent sur Sèvre, France
Pune, India
Parma, Italy
Verona, Italy
Laguna, Philippines
Vale de Cambra, Portugal



About Gebo Cermex

In a complex industry where know-

how is everything, Gebo Cermex 

is formed from the union of two 

strong brands, Gebo & Cermex, 

gathering packaging line engineering 

experience across a range of market 

segments from beverages and 

food to pharmaceuticals, via home 

and personal care. For over half a 

century, our experts have improved 

the performance of production and 

packaging lines in some of the most 

demanding industries. Today more 

than 37,000 equipment and systems 

installations bear our signature. 

We add value to our customers’ 

businesses in four dimensions, from 

equipment design and manufacturing 

to line engineering, services and asset 

performance.

Headquartered in France, Gebo 

Cermex is a people-centric organisation 

with 1800 employees and over 20 

commercial and manufacturing sites 

in all major regions of the world. 

No one knows packaging lines like  

we do. We are first in line.

For further information on  

Gebo Cermex, please visit  

www.gebocermex.com

Gebo Packaging Solutions France Sas
5-7 Rue du Commerce
CS 73445 Reichstett
67455 Mundolsheim Cedex
France

T : +33 3 88 18 38 80
F : +33 3 88 18 39 21
contact.us@gebocermex.com

www.gebocermex.com


